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Headnote

Transliteration of Cyrillic (Russian and Ukrainian)

For this catalogue, we have adopted the system of transliteration employed by the Library of Congress. For 
DUWLVWV�DQG�ZULWHUV�ZKR�ZHUH�FKLHĲ\�DFWLYH�LQ�WKH�5XVVLDQ�(PSLUH�DQG�WKH�6RYLHW�8QLRQ��ZH�KDYH�WUDQVOLWHUDWHG�
their names according to the Library of Congress system even when more conventional English versions exist 
(e.g. Aleksei Kruchenykh rather than Alexey Kruchenykh). 

Surnames with an “-ii” ending are rendered with an ending of “-y” (e.g. Vladimir Mayakovsky; Victor Shklovsky). 
Soft signs are not used in artists’ names but are retained elsewhere (e.g. Natan Altman, not Natan Al’tman). 
)RU�EUHYLW\��LQ�WKH�WH[W�RI�WKH�HVVD\�ZH�KDYH�XVHG�RQO\�ıUVW�DQG�ODVW�QDPHV�RI�WKH�DUWLVWV�DQG�RPLWWHG�
patronymic names.

We have retained the distinction in spelling between Russian and Ukrainian names, e.g Aleksandr (Russian) 
and Oleksandr (Ukrainian), except when they are well known in the West (e.g. Alexander Archipenko). 

Transliteration of Hebrew Alphabet

7KLV�SXEOLFDWLRQ�UHOLHV�DOPRVW�H[FOXVLYHO\�RQ�WKH�<,92��<LGLVKHU�YLVQVKDIWOHNKHU�LQVWLWXWH��<LGGLVK�6FLHQWLıF�
Institute) system of transliteration from the Hebrew alphabet. For words of Hebrew/Aramaic origin, we have 
transliterated the Yiddishized pronunciation in accordance with the YIVO system. Many Hebrew-origin or 
Hebrew-related names are routinely transliterated in various ways (e.g. Jacob, Yakov, and Yankev). In such 
FDVHV��ZH�KDYH�WULHG�WR�GLVFHUQ�KRZ�WKDW�SDUWLFXODU�SHUVRQŖV�QDPH�ZDV�SURQRXQFHG�DQG�WR�UHĲHFW�WKDW�LQ�WKH�
spelling, or have simply defaulted to the most common Yiddishized spelling.

 

Preferred Spelling and Nomenclature 
 
St. Petersburg/Petrograd/Leningrad: In the text, we respect the historical naming of the city originally named 
St. Petersburg which was known as Petrograd between August 1914 and January 1924 and as Leningrad 
between January 1924 and September 1991. 

Kiev/Kyiv: Before the fall of the Soviet Union, the name of the capital of Ukraine was often written in English as 
“Kiev,” following the Russian transliteration. In this publication, we use the spelling “Kyiv,” following the Ukrainian 
transliteration of the name. Following the same, we use Chernihiv (rather than the Russian Chernigov), Hrytsiv 
(rather than the Russian Gritsev), Odesa (rather than the Russian Odessa), Podillya (rather than the Russian 
Podolia), Shepetivka (rather than the Russian Shepetovka), Vinnytsia (rather than the Russian Vinnitsa), and 
Volyn’ (rather than the Russian Volhynia).   
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Four postage stamp designs (in Russian): 
POCHTA (Mail) [of the] RSFSR (Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic), 1918
Each: ink on paper 
Clockwise from upper left: 
9 x 7 1/8” (22.9 x 18.1 cm)
10 3/8 x 7 1/16” (26.3 x 17.9 cm)
8 7/8 x 7” (22.5 x 17.8 cm)
9 x 7 1/8” (22.9 x 18.1 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection
1RWH��$OWPDQŖV�GHVLJQV�ZRQ�ıUVW�SUL]H�DW�WKH�ıUVW�FRPSHWLWLRQ�IRU�D�QHZ�6RYLHW�SRVWDJH�VWDPS��EXW�ZHUH�QHYHU�LVVXHG��

Fig. 1. D. V. Shterenberg (Head of IZO Narkompros), “Otchet o deiatel’nosti Otdela Izobrazitel’nykh Iskusstv Narkomprosa” 
(Report on the Activities of the IZO Narkompros; April 1919) , Izobrazitel’noe iskusstvo (Fine Arts), no. 1 (1919): 50–51. 
Caption: “Konkurs novykh pochtovykh marok, ustroennyi Otdelom Izobrazitel’nykh Iskusstv NKP..  Proekt khudozhnika 
Natana Al’tmana” (Competition for the design of the new postage stamps, organized by the IZO Narkompros. Project of 
the artist Natan Altman). Merrill C. Berman Collection.
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Print (in Russian): 
.OXE�NKXGR]KQLNRY (The Artists’ Club), 1919
Wood engraving
11 1/8 x 7 7/16” (28.2 x 18.8 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection

-PN�����+L[HPS��0UZJYPILK��SV^LY�YPNO[��\UPKLU[PÄLK�OHUK!�KLYL]V��.Y�B&D��7H]SV]�� � ��>VVK�LUNYH]PUN�I`�7H]SV]�� � �HM[LY�
the drawing of N. Altman)
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Book cover /HQLQ��5LVXQNL�L�REOR]KND�1DWDQD�$OWPDQD (Lenin: Drawings and cover by Natan Altman)
St. Peterburg: Izo Narkompros, [1921]
Letterpress
9 x 7 1/2” (23 x 19 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection

Note: This portfolio of ten loose plates was originally published in 1921 in an edition of 5,000 (23 x 19 cm), plus a 
deluxe edition of 100 numbered copies, in which the same-sized plates were tipped-in on larger paper (42 x 32.5 
cm).   The book was reprinted frequently, so dating of this copy remains uncertain.
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Yehezkiel Dobrushin, *RW�GHU�ID\HU (God the Fire) 
Moscow: Yungwald, 1922.

Above:
Book cover design (in Yiddish)
Pencil on paper
8 11/16 x 6 3/8” (22.1 x 16.2 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection

Below:
Book cover (front and back; in Yiddish)
Lithograph (32 leaves)
7 1/8 x 4 1/2” (18.1 x 11.4 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection
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Book cover design (in Yiddish): 
David Hofsteyn (Hofstein; Gofstein) and Arn Kushnirov (Aaron Kushnirov), 6KWDP��$]NRUH (Stem: Memorial)
Moscow: Farlag “Shtrom,” 1922
Pencil, ink, and gouache on paper, mounted on board with glassine
9 3/16 x 6 1/4” (23.3 x 15.9 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection



Erste Russische Kunstausstellung (First Russian Art Exhibition). Galerie van Diemen, Berlin 
(October 15–December 1922), 1922

Altman served on the organizing committee for this landmark exhibition, which was on view at the 
Galerie van Diemen in Berlin from October 15 to the end of December 1922. Although the orga-
nizers hoped that it would travel to other European capitals and even to New York, the exhibition 
traveled only to the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam (April 28–May 28, 1923). 

Overleaf:
Cover (by El Lissitzky) and pages pertaining to Altman in the German-language exhibition cata-
logue for the (UVWH�5XVVLVFKH�.XQVWDXVVWHOOXQJ (First Russian Art Exhibition). 
Berlin: Verlag Internationale Arbeiterhilfe, 1922 
Letterpress on paper
8 7/8 x 5 3/4” (22.5 x 14.6 cm), closed
Merrill C. Berman Collection
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Detached periodical cover (in Russian): 
=DYWUD��OLWHUDWXUQR�NULWLFKHVNLL�VERUQLN (Tomorrow: Literary-Critical Collection), no. 1 
Evgenii Zamiatin, Mikhail Kuzmin, and M. Lozinsky, eds.
Berlin: Petropolis, 1923
Letterpress 
8 3/4 x 6 7/16” (22.2 x 16.3 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection
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Mikhail Kuzmin, .U\OŖLD��3RYHVWŖ�Y�WUHNK�FKDVWLDNK (Wings: A Novel in Three Parts)
Berlin: Petropolis, 1923

Left and right:
7ZR�GHWDFKHG�ERRN�FRYHUV�RQ�GLĳHUHQW�FRORUHG�SDSHUV��LQ�5XVVLDQ�
Both: Merrill C. Berman Collection
Both: Lithograph 
Both: 9 3/4 x 7 1/16” (24.8 x 17.9 cm)

Fig. 2. Covers by Altman of the second and third books by Mikhail Kuzmin from the same 
series: Seti: pervaia kniga stikhov (Nets: First Book of Poems), 3rd edition (St. Petersburg-Berlin: 
7L[YVWVSPZ��� ����HUK�.SPUPHU`L�NVS\IRP![YL[»PH�RUPNH�Z[PROV]��*SH`�7PNLVUZ!�;OPYK�)VVR�VM�7VLTZ���
2nd edition (Berlin: Petropolis, 1923). Both Private Collection. 
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Alternate designs for periodical cover (in Russian): 
.UDVQ\L�6WXGHQW�(Red Student), no. 8 (1923)

Left:
Ink and crayon on paper 
15 3/8 x 11 1/2” (39 x 29.2 cm)

Right:
Ink and gouache on paper
15 3/8 x 11” (39.2 x 29 cm)

Both: Merrill C. Berman Collection

Fig. 1 Final printed cover, Krasnyi Student (Red Student), nos. 7–8 (1923). Possibly by Altman. Private Collection
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David Hofstein (Gofstein), ,Q�7DYHO�IXQ�9HQW (On the Tablet on the Wall). Berlin: Farlag “Funken,” 1923

Above: 
Book cover design (in Yiddish)
Gouache, ink, and cut paper on paper
10 1/8 x 7 7/16” (25.7 x 18.9 cm)

Below:
Detached book cover (front and back; in Yiddish)
Lithograph 
12 3/8 x 7 3/4” (31.4 x 19.7 cm)

Both: Merrill C. Berman Collection
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Ilya Ehrenburg, /LN�YRLQ\ (The Face of War)
Berlin: Gelikon, 1923

Above:
Book cover (in Russian)
Lithograph 
7 1/2 x 5 1/2” (19 x 14 cm)

Below:
Detached book cover (front and back; in Russian)
Letterpress mounted on paper
7 1/2 x 5 1/2” (19 x 14 cm)

Both: Merrill C. Berman Collection
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Book cover (in Russian): 
Max Osborn, (YUHLVNDLD�JUDıND�1DWDQD�$OŖWPDQD�(The Jewish Graphic Art of Nathan Altman)
Berlin: Petropolis, 1923 
Lithograph and letterpress
19 1/8 x 14 1/2” (48.6 x 36.8 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection
No. 79 of an edition of 250 numbered copies
21 numbered pages; 10 plates, each of which is reproduced on the following spread

Note: The following pages show details of the plates without frames. An example of a plate with a frame is below.
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Film poster (in Russian): 
(YUHLVNRH�VFKDVWŖH�(Yidishe glikn; Jewish Luck)
$OHNVDQGU�*UDQRYVN\ŖV�VLOHQW�ıOP�ZLWK�5XVVLDQ�LQWHUWLWOHV�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�ZULWLQJV�RI�6KROHP�$OHLFKHP��>����@
Lithograph 
40 3/4 x 28 15/16” (103.5 x 73.5 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection



Film program (in Russian): 
(YUHLVNRH�VFKDVWŖH (<LGLVKH�JOLNQ; Jewish Luck)
$OHNVDQGU�*UDQRYVN\ŖV�VLOHQW�ıOP��ZLWK�5XVVLDQ�LQWHUWLWOHV��EDVHG�RQ�WKH�ZULWLQJV�RI�RI�6KROHP�$OHLFKHP�
Text by Viktor Shklovsky
Moscow: Kinopechat’, 1926
Lithograph and letterpress
11 15/16 x 8 15/16” (30.2 x 22.7 cm)

Opposite: cover, with full facsimile on the following pages.

Full facsimile opposite and following:

Film program (in Russian): 
(YUHLVNRH�VFKDVWŖH (<LGLVKH�JOLNQ; Jewish Luck)
$OHNVDQGU�*UDQRYVN\ŖV�VLOHQW�ıOP��ZLWK�5XVVLDQ�LQWHUWLWOHV��EDVHG�RQ�WKH�ZULWLQJV�RI�6KROHP�$OHLFKHP�
Text by Viktor Shklovsky
Moscow: Kinopechat’, 1926
Lithograph and letterpress
11 15/16 x 8 15/16” (30.2 x 22.7 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection
Opposite: cover, with full facsimile on the following pages.
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Book cover design (in Yiddish)
Sholem Aleichem (Eleykhem), 0D\VHV�IDU�.LQGHU (Stories for Children)
Moscow: Shul un Lebn, 1927
Ink and gouache on paper
9 x 6” (22.9 x 15.2 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection

Note: The network of Yiddish schools in Poland known as TSYSHO (Central Yiddish School Organization) established 
a publishing house called Shul un Lebn (School and Life). It printed books for teachers and children and, in 1925, 
united with Kultur-Lige. 

Fig. 1. Page from catalogue no. 5 of the publisher Shul un Lebn (School and Life) (Moscow, 1927). Private Collection



Description of the publisher’s mandate quoted from: $NWVLRQHUQRH�L]GDWHOŖVNRH�REVKFKHVWYR�
NKXGR]KHVWYHQQRL�OLWHUDWXU\�ŗ=HPOLD�L�IDEULND�Ř�3ROQ\L�XND]DWHOŖ�L]GDQLL�(1922–1927) [Joint-Stock 
Publishing Society of Fiction “Land and Factory.” Complete Index of Publications (1922–1927)]. 
Moscow-Leningrad, 1927, pp. 3–4:

 All the attention of the publishing house =HPOLD�L�IDEULND�[ZIF] is focused on the widest   
 acquaintance of the Soviet reader with the new type of Russian writer who creates   
 proletarian and peasant literature. […] All ZIF publications on Russian and    
� IRUHLJQ�ıFWLRQ�XQGHUJR�VWULFW�0DU[LVW�HGLWLQJ�DQG�DUH�VXSSOLHG�ZLWK�SUHIDFHV��LQWURGXFWRU\��
 articles and notes by the best workers of Bolshevik critical thought.

Hereafter, this index is referred to by the abbreviation: “Zemlia i fabrika” 1927. 

Book cover designs for the publisher Zemlia i fabrika (ZIF; Land and Factory; 1922–1930), 
Moscow-Leningrad.

Established in 1922 under the 6RLX]�WUXGLDVKFKLNKVLD�EXPD]KQRL�SURP\VKOHQQRVWL (Central Com-
mittee of the Paper Trade Union), ZIF targeted the worker-peasant reader. While the main focus of 
ZIF was modern literature (prose and poetry), it also published books on natural science, medi-
cine, and sociology. By the end of the 1920s, the total number of titles released by this publishing 
house was about 1,500.

Vladimir Narbut (1888–1938), a poet and a prominent functionary of the People’s Commissariat 
for Education, was the founder and Chairman of the board of ZIF. In 1924, Narbut was appointed 
Deputy Head of the Press department at the Central Committee of the Russian Communist Party 
(of the Bolsheviks). Narbut attracted prominent writers and graphic artists of the time to publish 
with ZIF. Alongside Altman, these artists included Galina and Olga Chichagovs, Vasily Elkin, Alek-
sandr Rodchenko, Solomon Telingater, and Boris Titov.  

In 1928, Narbut fell into disgrace with the Soviet authorities and was replaced by the poet Ilya  
Ionov (1887–1942). In the late 1920s, Anatoly Lunacharsky, People’s Commissar for Education, 
also took an active part in the editorial work of ZIF.    

6RXUFH��'��9���)RPLQ��ŗ*UDıFKHVNRH�RIRUPOHQLH�NQLJ�L]GDWHOŖVWYD�ŕ=HPOLD�L�IDEULNDŖŘ��*UDSKLF�GHVLJQ�
of Books Published by Land and Factory), in %LEOLRWHNRYHGHQLH (Library Science), vol. 66, no. 2 
(2017): 166-173.
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Detached book cover (in Russian): 
Isaac Babel, ,VWRULLD�PRHL�JROXELDWQL��5DVVND]\�(The Story of My Dovecote: Stories) 
Moscow-Leningrad: ZIF (Zemlia i fabrika), 1926 or 1927
Letterpress
7 1/2 x 5 3/4” (19 x 14.6 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection

“Zemlia i fabrika” 1927, p. 12: 
“7KH�6HOHFWHG�:RUNV present the main cycles of Babel’s stories – YRHQQ\L (“Red Cavalry”) and odesskii (“Odessa 
Stories”). 7KH�6WRU\�RI�0\�'RYHFRWH and�)LUVW�/RYH�DUH�%DEHOŖV�DXWRELRJUDSKLFDO�ıFWLRQ�VWRULHV�GHSLFWLQJ�H[SHULHQFHV�
of the author [as a Jewish boy growing up] during the “pogroms” in the city of Nikolaev in 1905.”

From the press reviews, quoted in “Zemlia i fabrika” 1927, p. 12: 

“Babel, a merciless realist and at the same time a romantic, a cruel writer in reference to his themes and a subtle 
master in the chased forms of his skill. He is presented in this book by the best examples of his work. The ZIF pub-
lishing house, which specializes in European-quality editions, has published Babel’s book on excellent paper, well 
printed and with a superbly executed cover by N. Altman.” (,]YHVWLLD, Odessa, April 10, 1926)
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Detached book cover (in Russian): 
A. Novikov-Priboi, 0RUH�]RYHW (The Sea Beckons). Complete Writings of Novikov-Priboi, book II.
Moscow-Leningrad: ZIF (Zemlia i fabrika), 1927
Letterpress 
8 3/8 x 6” (21.3 x 15.2 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection

“Zemlia i fabrika” 1927, p. 68: “Novikov-Priboi, who came from a peasant milieu, belonged to the group of writers 
ZKR�MRLQHG�WKH�SUROHWDULDW�DIWHU�WKH������UHYROXWLRQ���+H�HQWHUHG�WKH�ĲHHW�DV�D�VDLORU��'XULQJ�WKH�7VXVKLPD�GHIHDW��
he was captured by the Japanese; for distribution of illegal literature he was persecuted and from 1907 to 1913 he 
was forced to live in exile abroad. The writer reveals the harsh...life at sea, which requires a lot of hard work from a 
person; he shows the life of sailors as a friendly family, soldered by the sea, in an atmosphere of work and rest, and 
describes the peculiar life of the port and coast.”

Fig. 1.

Label from the verso of this mounted book cover indicating its inclusion in the landmark Internationale Presse Ausstel-
lung (International Press Exhibition), Cologne (May–October 1928).

Fig. 2.

1RWH��7KLV�FRYHU�EHORQJV�WR�D�VHULHV�D�VHULHV�RI�ıYH�YROXPHV��DOO�ZLWK�FRYHUV�E\�$OWPDQ��$OH[H\��$OHNVHL��1RYLNRY�3UL-
boi, 3ROQRH�VREUDQLH�VRFKLQHQLL (Complete Writings), Moscow: Zemlia i fabrika, 1927–1928 (image of IV. =KHQVKFKLQD�
Y�PRUH [Woman in the Sea], 1927 not shown here):

I. Morskie rasskazy (Sea Stories), 1928
Private Collection

III. Ukhaby (Potholes), 1927
Private Collection

V. Dve dushi �;̂ V�:V\SZ���� ��
The Malakhovsky Family  
Collection, St. Petersburg
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I. Khulio Khurenito��;OL�
Extraordinary Adventures of 
Julio Jurenito), 1928

II. Trest D. E. Istoriia gibeli 
Evropy��;Y\Z[�+��,��(�/PZ[VY`�
of the Demise of Europe), 
1928. 

III. Liubov’ Zhanny Ney (Love 
VM�1LHUUL�5L`���� ����B-VY�
detached book cover, see 
W�����D

IV. Trinadtsat’ trubok��;OPY[LLU�
Pipes), 1928 

VI. Zhizn’ i gibel’ Nikolaia 
Kurbova (Life and Death of 
Nikolai Kurbov), 1928

VII. V Protochnom pereulke 
(At Protochnyi Lane), 1929. 
B-VY�KL[HJOLK�IVVR�JV]LY��
ZLL�W�����D

VIII. Lik voiny �;OL�-HJL�VM�
>HY���� ����B-VY�KL[HJOLK�
IVVR�JV]LY��ZLL�W�����D

Fig. 1.

Ilya Ehrenburg, 3ROQRH�VREUDQLH�VRFKLQHQLL�(Complete writings), in eight volumes with cover designs by Natan Altman.  
Moscow-Leningrad: Zemlya i Fabrika, 1927–1929. All seven full books shown here: Private collection. Despite 
numbering, only seven seem to have been published. 

“Zemlia i fabrika” 1927, p. 4: 
“The =HPOLD�L�IDEULND (ZIF) brand can serve a sure guarantee for both the librarian and the regular reader...that there is 
no decadence or pornography in the books [it publishes]. Only in one case did the publishing house ZIF make a de-
viation by undertaking the publication of the Collected Works of [Ilya] Ehrenburg. The publishing house took this step 
based on the fact that Ehrenburg brilliantly depicts the negative aspects of the capitalist society.” 

“Zemlia i fabrika” 1927, p. 86: 
“Currently, the writer [Ehrenburg] lives in Paris, visiting the U.S.S.R. only occasionally. Ehrenburg’s novels and stories 
DUH�D�UHVRXQGLQJ�VXFFHVV�ZLWK�XV��,Q�WKHP��WKH�ZULWHU�DSSOLHV�ZLWK�JUHDW�VNLOO�WKH�DFKLHYHPHQWV�RI�PRGHUQ�:HVWHUQ�ıF-
tion writing. Moreover, often he directs his literary works against the capitalist culture of the West. Ehrenburg’s works 
DUH�EULOOLDQWO\�H[HFXWHG��ıHUFH�SDPSKOHWV�RQ���WKH�VRXO�OHVV��RVWHQWDWLRXV�ŕFXOWXUHŖ�RI�WKH�:HVW��,W�ZDV�IURP�WKLV�DQJOH�
that the modern Soviet reader perceived them.”
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Detached book cover (in Russian): 
Ilya Ehrenburg, /LXERY�=KDQQ\�1H\ (Love of Jeanne Ney)
Complete writings of Ehrenburg, book 3 (of 8)
Moscow-Leningrad: ZIF (Zemlia i fabrika), 1928
Letterpress 
8 3/8 x 6 1/8” (21.3 x 15.6 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection
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Detached book cover (in Russian): 
Ilya Ehrenburg, 9�3URWRFKQRP�SHUHXONH�(At Protochnyi Lane)
Complete writings of Ehrenburg, book 7 (of 8)
Moscow-Leningrad: ZIF (Zemlia i fabrika), 1927 or 1929 
Letterpress 
9 1/16 x 6 5/8” (23 x 16.8 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection
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Detached book cover (in Russian): 
Ilya Ehrenburg,�/LN�YRLQ\ (The Face of War)
Complete writings of Ehrenburg, book 8 (of 8)
Moscow-Leningrad: ZIF (Zemlia i fabrika), 1928 
Letterpress 
8 3/8 x 5 3/4” (18.2 x 14.6 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection

Fig. 1. Front and back cover of Ilya Ehrenburg’s Lik voiny��;OL�-HJL�VM�>HY�� Private collection
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Detached book cover (in Russian): 
Yu. Lebedinsky, .RPPXQLVW\��1HGHOLD��=DYWUD��.RPLVVDU\� (Communists [Week. Tomorrow. Commissars]). Volume 1 of 
the set: 6REUDQLH�VRFKLQHQLL�(pod nabliudeniem avtora) V�SRUWUHWRP�DYWRUD (Collected works [under the supervision of 
the author] with a portrait of the author).
Moscow-Leningrad: ZIF (Zemlia i fabrika), 1928
Letterpress 
8 1/2 x 5 13/16” (21.6 x 14.8 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection

“Zemlia i fabrika” 1927, pp.  54–55: 
“For a long time—until about 1924—Libedinsky worked in the Red Army, in various positions, starting with the politi-
cal instructor of the 26th division and ending with the Assistant Commander of Education at the 9\VVKDLD�9RHQQDLD�
6KNROD�6YLD]L (The Higher Military School of Communications). Carried mainly political, propaganda and pedagogical 
ZRUN��,Q�KLV�OLWHUDU\�ZRUNV��/LEHGLQVN\�ZDV�RQH�RI�WKH�ıUVW�WR�JLYH�D�FOHDU��LGHRORJLFDOO\�FRQVLVWHQW�DQG�YLYLG�LPDJH�RI�
the way of life and psychology of Communist Party workers both in the context of the Russian Civil War and in the 
conditions of peaceful Communist construction.”
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Proof or journal annoncement (in French): 
$UWV�HW�0ÜWLHUV�*UDSKLTXHV, no. 30 (1932)
Lithograph 
12 1/8 x 9 3/8” (30.8 x 23.8 cm)
Merrill C. Berman Collection
Note: Altman’s realized cover of this issue of $UWV�HW�0ÜWLHUV�*UDSKLTXHV��UHSURGXFHG�EHORZ��GLĳHUV�IURP�WKLV�GHVLJQ�

Fig. 1. Altman’s realized cover for Arts et Métiers Graphiques, no. 30 (1932). Merrill C. Berman Collection
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Appendix

Henryk Berlewi, “Jewish Artists in Russia (with Reproductions of works by Chagall, Altman, 
Sterenberg, and Lissitzky)” / “Jewish Artists in Contemporary Russian Art (Upon the opening 
of the Russian art exhibit in Berlin, 1922),” 5LPRQ�[Pomegranate]: $�+HEUHZ�0DJD]LQH�RI�$UW�
DQG�/HWWHUV, no. 2 (1923): 13–18. Merrill C. Berman Collection

This translation by Rachel Field appeared�,Q�JHYHE� $�-RXUQDO�RI�<LGGLVK�6WXGLHV (January 
2018), where it includes footnotes (eliminated here). Accessed July 2022: https://ingeveb.
org/texts-and-translations/jewish-artists-in-contemporary-russian-art
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“Jewish Artists in Contemporary Russian Art”
(Upon the opening of the Russian art exhibit in 
Berlin, 1922)
Henryk Berlewi

The issues that have emerged in the world of 
art over the last several decades have perhaps 
nowhere reached such a level of tension as in 
Russia. The new artistic ideas, which since the 
downfall of the so-called “Peredvizhniki” have 
begun to migrate here from Western Europe, 
particularly France (with a considerable delay), 
have not only acclimated rapidly but continue to 
develop and expand. So it was with Cézannism, 
Cubism, Futurism and so on; with the entire 
breadth and depth of the Russian soul, these 
new artistic ideas, or artistic philosophies, 
ZHUH�DGRSWHG�DQG�OHG�WR�WKHLU�ıQDO��ORJLFDO�
consequences. That, which in the West was a 
product of harmless experimentalism, by virtue of 
its entirely free, non-obligatory, creative objective, 
KDV�KHUH�LQ�5XVVLD�HĳHFWLYHO\�GHYHORSHG�LQWR�D�
theory—a canon.

These vicissitudes and the disintegration of 
currents have occurred here more radically and 
sharply than anywhere else. Thanks to that 
uniquely Russian openness to new ideas and 
forms, Russia has reached exemplary heights 
LQ�WKH�SDVW�ıIWHHQ�WR�WZHQW\�\HDUV��WKH�OLNHV�RI�
which none of the European countries, despite 
having served Russia as a model of artistic 
progress, have achieved. Yet, to suggest that 
the new Russian art drew its strengths solely 
from elsewhere would be a mistake. Icons, OXENL 
and hand-painted shop signs were to no lesser 
degree the inspirations for new artistic quests.

/XENL [popular prints] and shop signs played a 
SDUWLFXODUO\�VLJQLıFDQW�UROH�LQ�WKH�GHYHORSPHQW�
of these artistic forms. Through them, a new 
world of high ideals and possibilities revealed 
itself before the eyes of the artist. Forms that 
were previously ignored and deemed worthless 
were raised to an apotheosis. In their primitivism 
and awkwardness the artist discovered hidden 
strengths that were much more potent and direct 

and therefore more persuasive and emotional 
WKDQ�WKH�PRVW�UHıQHG�GHOLFDF\�RI�WKH�ŗRĴFLDO�
salon art.” 

The two main forces behind the new artistic 
form in Russia—Western European art with 
its entire wealth of interesting experiments 
and results and the familiar folk art with all 
the splendor of exoticism, grotesqueness 
and enchantment—came together through 
a wonderful fate. The joining of these two 
forces, according to the nature of disparate 
artistic elements, should have brought about 
an especially interesting artistic perspective. 
But the reality was somewhat disappointing, 
demonstrating that a synthesis (except for 
a unique case that I will recall later) was not 
achieved and that the two elements could not 
unite organically. They constantly repelled each 
other, then retreated in opposite directions, into 
their own worlds.

To this day, we are witnessing such a division 
in Russian art. On the one hand, we have a 
group of artists who hail from a tradition of 
romantic folklore. On the other hand, we have 
a group of artists who have rejected every type 
of sentimentalism and fully devoted themselves 
to universal artistic tasks. In addition to these 
WZR�JURXSV��ZKLFK�UHSUHVHQW�HQWLUHO\�GLĳHUHQW�
standards, there is a third group that seeks, 
consciously or unconsciously, to unite these 
distinct elements.

Marc Chagall is the most important and 
characteristic representative of such a vision. He 
is perhaps the only artist who has successfully 
EURXJKW�WRJHWKHU�WZR�HQWLUHO\�GLĳHUHQW�DUWLVWLF�
worlds. The formal elements that compose 
his works emerge clearly: Russian OXENL, old 
Jewish murals and Cubism. But due to his 
transnationalism and collectivism (except for 

his strong individuality), which I will refer to as 
a cosmic position of artistic intuition, he has 
succeeded in raising himself above formal 
particularism. In his own metaphysical universe, 
he has transformed two supposedly disparate 
worlds into a powerful, harmonious, ringing 
chorus—oriental exoticism with all its mystical 
content and strict European monumental 
Cubism. I reiterate: Chagall is unique in this 
respect. The whole cluster of young, mostly 
Jewish artists who strive to Europeanize the 
Jewish�OXERN demonstrate a great helplessness. 
They lack the distinct intellectual structure that is 
unique to Chagall, that allows him to create his 
ZRUN��,W�LV�QR�VXUSULVH�WKDW�WKH\�ıQG�WKHPVHOYHV�
in such a dilemma. At a time when their entire 
soul is captivated both by the wonderful magic 
of old Jewish folk art and mysticism and by new 
DUWLVWLF�IRUPV�WKDW�VWHP�IURP�DQ�HQWLUHO\�GLĳHUHQW�
source, namely, that of machines and industry, 
any decision at the expense of one of these two 
artistic forces is no small task.

The strict, formal uniformity that serves as 
such an important basis for all art has received 
SDUWLFXODU�VLJQLıFDQFH�WRGD\��1RZ��PRUH�
than ever, the artist strives wholeheartedly 
for a uniform and consistent form that gives 
a certain physiognomy to his entire creation. 
For this reason, so many modern artists have 
renounced such sentimentalism, emotional 
excess and spontaneity. They rely more on 
unemotional intellect, which is not as misleading 
as blind instinct (it may even be creative). On 
the contrary, it guarantees an exact, coherent 
and conscious form. An example of this can 
be found in the work of Lissitzki, who for a long 
time devoted himself to Chagallism (his +DG�
*DG\D�<LQJO�7VLQJO�.KYDW, etc.). But thanks to his 
analytical abilities, he quickly freed himself from 
that sentimentalism and transitioned to a pure 
structure (“proun”).

,Q�JHQHUDO��LW�LV�LPSRVVLEOH�WR�VSHDN�RI�D�ı[HG�
physiognomy in the work of Jewish artists, both 
in Russia and abroad. Their versatility—let’s call 
it the “encyclopedic nature” of their art—which 
SUREDEO\�GUDZV�DV�PXFK�IURP�D�VSHFLıF�-HZLVK�
spirit as from the lack of a well-established 
artistic tradition is immensely great. Nathan 
Altman is an “encyclopedist” in that sense of 
the word. His work exhibits the sum of all the 
forms that have been achieved in recent years. 
Everything is there; nothing has been left out: 
abstraction, Picasso, realistic drawings, the 
portrait “Lenin,” Jewish folk ornamentation and 
so on. Brilliantly eclectic, he wholeheartedly 
experiences these already existing forms, 
passing them through his own artistic prism. Of 
the works I have been able to see, his theater 
sets for $FFRVWD, strictly faithful to structure 
and tone (the third act with the synagogue is 
weaker), are among the most autonomous and 
powerful.

The artist who is most representative of the 
VSHFLıF�FKDUDFWHU�RI�FRQWHPSRUDU\�5XVVLDQ�
painting and who is at the same time the most 
mature of all Jewish painters is Shterenberg. 
Having absorbed the pure, pictorial culture 
of Cézanne, Henri Rousseau, etc. and the 
achievements of Cubism, he has developed 
his work, not as the Suprematists did, toward 
the boundaries of artistic representation (which 
logically leads to the suicide of the art itself) but 
toward perfect restraint. The shop signs that I
mentioned above as possessing unlimited, vivid 
SRVVLELOLWLHV�ZDV�WKH�PRVW�VLJQLıFDQW�LQVSLUDWLRQ�
for Shterenberg’s images. He used shop signs 
as his raw material, developing and transforming 
WKHP�LQWR�ıQH��HOHJDQW�DQG�VHOI�FRQWDLQHG�
works.

The word “image” has of late been largely 
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ignored by the Leftists. This has resulted 
from the fact that these new artistic forms 
are primarily based on pure experimentation. 
Shterenberg is now perhaps the only Leftist 
artist who, using his cult of pure form and 
material, has solved the tasks of articulation, 
rhythm, texture and tone, just as the extreme 
Neo-Cubists and Suprematists have torn 
apart and liberated them from their subjects. 
Yet, unbound by abstract experimentalism, 
he returns to concrete forms without losing 
his power for abstraction. From subject to 
abstraction back to subject—in this lies the 
paradox of Shterenberg’s painting. 

Shterenberg and Chagall are the only two artists 
in Russia who have uniquely and constructively 
solved the latest issues that have arisen in 
painting. They have demonstrated that art is a 
living thing that cannot be violently detached 
from life itself, as some of the theoreticians of 
Constructivism would have us believe.
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